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Antarctic Explorer:
Weddell Sea & the Falkland
Islands

Launch your adventure to the "last continent" with a flight straight into King George

Island in Antarctica and board your expedition ship. Explore spectacular bays and coves

of the Antarctic Peninsula by Zodiac boat en route to the Weddell Sea. Adelie penguins,

Weddell and elephant seals, and skuas grace the waters, while huge tabular icebergs

are the stunning backdrop. Finish this incredible voyage by making landfall on historic

Elephant Island and exploring the Falkland Islands, home to many penguin species and

an incredible colony of black-browed albatross.

Arrive: Punta Arenas, Chile

Depart: Punta Arenas, Chile

Duration: 12 Days

Group Size: Up to 96 Guests

Minimum Age: 10 Years Old

Activity Level:

.

Details Testimonials

“I've taken six MTS trips and they have all exceeded
my expectations. The staff, the food, the logistics and
the communications have always been exceptional.
Thank you for being my "go to" adventure travel
company!”

Margaret I.

“I have traveled extensively around the world. The
experience with MTS was by far the best I have ever
had. Thank you for such excellence.”

Marianne W.



REASON #01

MT Sobek's Polar Value

Promise means that we offer

in-house services to help

plan and execute your polar

adventure for no added cost.

REASON #02

Over 30 years offering polar voyages

we have built strong relationships

with polar outfitters and ships

that cruise the 7th continent.

REASON #03

We choose ships and operators

that maintain a high level of

commitment to safety, people,

value, quality, environment, well-

being, and customer service.

                ACTIVITIES

Expert polar interpretation and

presentations, professional

navigation through Antarctic

waters, and up-close wildlife

experiences on shore and by

Zodiac. Optional kayaking for a fee.

 LODGING

Ice-strengthened and well-

appointed polar expedition

ships offer a comfortable and

safe way to explore Antarctica.

Enjoy healthy cuisine and

wellness services onboard.

CLIMATE

Antarctica is unpredictable.

There may be days of warm

sunshine, but be prepared for

wind, rain, and snow. Daytime

temperatures are 20-32F.

 Daniel began a career as a special education teacher and

in his off time explored the natural world on camping and

backpacking trips all over the United States and abroad as a

member for the United States Peace Corps. He eventually made

his way to Alaska and began working as a wilderness canoeing

guide. This afforded him the opportunity to teach travelers

about the natural history of the area, from glaciers and their

effect on the landscape to the flora, fauna and cultural history of

Southeast Alaska.

Daniel Johnston

 David has worked as a guide, naturalist, photographer and

expedition leader in the Polar Region for over ten years. David

has a wide array of outdoor experience. Notably, he skied

across Greenland and then returned to Greenland in 2007 to

climb the highest peaks north of the Arctic Circle. In the off-

season, splits his time between nature photography, marine

plastic pollution advocacy, and practicing law. “It is an absolute

privilege to work in the polar regions and to work with so many

amazing, positive and passionate people.” David’s leadership

and expertise consistently endear him to MT Sobek travelers.

David Sinclair



                                                                Itinerary
FLY TO KING GEORGE ISLAND IN ANTARCTICA

Meet with your trip mates and transfer to the airport for a two-hour flight across the Drake Passage. Arrive at the

Antarctic base Frei Station on King George Island, then set off on Zodiac to the expedition ship. Settle into your

cabins, explore the ship, and meet the expedition leaders. Cap off day one with dinner and a cocktail.

DAY 1

Meals: D

EXPLORE THE ANTARCTIC PENINSULA

Awaken to the towering peaks of the Antarctic continent as the real adventure begins. The next three days

include a varied itinerary based on ever-changing Antarctic conditions. Explore the area with guided walks

on shore, visits to penguin colonies, and Zodiac cruising among the ice with expert guides providing insight

and interpretation. Visits to Paradise Harbour, Andvord Bay, or the Errera Channel are among many amazing

opportunities. Wilhelmina Bay is another favorite location and one frequented by pods of humpback whales.

DAY 2

Meals: B, L, D

DISCOVER THE GERLACHE COAST

Continue exploring the scenic coastline with the ship as your basecamp and the Zodiacs as your transportation

to get ashore. Diverse possibilities include a cruise through the Lemaire Channel, visits to Pleneau Island, the

Penola Strait, and Petermann Island, where Adelie and Gentoo penguins nest. Cultural possibilities include

visits to an active climate-change research base and an old British Antarctic Survey hut. Returning north, pass

the massive granite sentinels of Mount Scott and Mount Shackleton. Marvel at a landscape of heavily glaciated

mountains permanently covered in ice and snow.
.

DAY 3

Meals: B, L, D

VISIT THE SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS

Weather permitting, have the opportunity to explore Deception Island. Sail into the middle of this dramatic

volcanic caldera, where penguins gather on black sand beaches. Fur seals seek protection from the elements

among the rusted relics and structures of an old whaling station. See the old aircraft hangar where an Australian

explorer landed the very first flight into Antarctica. Take an active hike to 'Neptune's Window' — high up onto the

rim of the crater. If the conditions are right, partake in the "polar plunge" in the thermal waters along the shore.

DAY 4

Meals: B, L, D



ENTER THE ANTARCTIC SOUND & WEDDELL SEA

Journey towards the Antarctic Sound and into the icy Weddell Sea. For the first time, take in the vastness and

majesty of the Antarctic icecap. Notice the significant increase in the number of awe-inspiring tabular icebergs

and the presence of sea ice. These massive icebergs break from the huge ice shelves to the south and drift north

on the currents. This always makes for exciting navigation — and stunning photographic opportunities in the soft

Antarctic twilight. This is wild and remote Antarctica and has a distinctly different feel from earlier locations.

DAY 5

Meals: B, L, D

TOUR THE WEDDELL SEA

Watch the Weddell Sea unfurl with its Adelie penguin rookeries of staggering size, some containing more than

100,000 birds. Such colonies dwarf the rookeries of earlier excursions. Weather permitting, visit sites like Hope

Bay, Paulet Island and Brown Bluff. Keep an eye on the ice floes as the ship navigates through them, and watch

for majestic emperor penguins. Those spotted in previous years are believed to be residents of the nearby

colony.

DAY 6

Meals: B, L, D

ABSORB THE HISTORY OF EXPLORATION

Discover the incredibly rich history of exploration in this area. Remnants of Nordenskjöld's Swedish expedition of

1901-1904 are found in several locations, and the epic century-old story of Shackleton and the HMS Endurance

expedition has strong links to the region. It was here that he and his men drifted north on the ice after their

ship had been lost in ice months earlier. Enjoy gorgeous sunset views while musing on the bravery of these

adventurers.

DAY 7

Meals: B, L, D

SAIL TO ELEPHANT ISLANDDAY 8
Approach Elephant Island from the south, spotting more species of penguins and fur seals hauled out on the

beaches. Shore landings at Point Wild on the north coast are notoriously difficult due to surging ocean currents

and pounding surf on the rocky beach. But if conditions allow, land at this thrilling location where Shackleton and

his men were encamped under their upturned lifeboats. This site is a major highlight for history buffs.



Meals: B, L, D

JOURNEY TO THE FALKLAND ISLANDS

While resting up on the comfortable expedition ship, take advantage of the onboard spa services and watch for

wildlife from the deck of the ship. Enjoy interactive presentations and lectures from onboard polar experts who

will recap the Weddell Sea adventures and will give insights into the days ahead.

DAY 9

Meals: B, L, D

CONTINUE OVERSEAS JOURNEY

As the journey continues, scan the horizon in search of whales and other marine mammals. Spectacular seabirds,

including several albatross and petrel species, are constant companions as they soar above the ship. Attend

a lecture by the onboard historian and take time to review your photographs with the onboard photography

expert.

DAY 10

Meals: B, L, D

EXPLORE WEST POINT & SAUNDERS, FALKLAND ISLANDS

Arrive at the Falkland Islands overnight, then explore West Point and Saunders. West Point Island is known for its

sizeable rookeries of rockhopper penguins and nesting black browed albatross. Nearby Saunders Island's white

sand beaches hosts no less than four penguin species. Look for gentoo, magellanic, rockhopper, and the ultimate

goal for the Falkland Island visit — the impressive king penguin.

DAY 11

Meals: B, L, D

DEPART FROM PORT STANLEY & FLY TO PUNTA ARENAS

Travel through the narrows in the early morning, then anchor in Port Stanley, capital of the Falkland Islands.

Transfer to the airport for a flight to Punta Arenas (flight is included in the trip cost). Continue on to Santiago the

same evening or other Chilean cities. Otherwise, enjoy a night in this delightful city, or venture further afield to

explore the highlights of Patagonia.

DAY 12

Meals: B





Dec 17 - 28, 2019

Jan 7 - 18, 2020

Feb 4 - 15, 2020



2019

$ 12,595 per person

Additional Cost

$ 0 

$ 795 Sea Kayaking

2020

$ 12,595  per person

Additional Cost

$ 0  

$ 795 Sea Kayaking

PRICE INCLUDES

Listed pricing applies to the Triple Cabin category

Flight transfer from Punta Arenas to King George
Island on embarkation day
Flight transfer from Stanley, Falkland Islands to
Punta Arenas on disembarkation day
Expert leadership from an experienced team of
naturalists and guides

Accommodations as noted in the itinerary

Meals as noted in the daily itinerary

Potable water and snacks throughout

Welcome drink and farewell drink

Complimentary foul weather gear rental (jacket, bib
pants, gumboots, waterproof bag)
All necessary camping gear for free overnight
camping program
All necessary kayaking gear for optional kayaking
program
Onboard medical doctor and resident
photographer

Miscellaneous service taxes and port charges

PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE
International airfare, any airport taxes, or excess
baggage charges

Pre-cruise or post-cruise hotel accommodations

Inbound airport transfer

Optional tips to your ship staff and expedition team

Personal expenses such as medical immunizations,
phone calls, internet access cards, laundry

Optional Travel Protection






